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Following the 2021 Sharing Economy Index, we bring you an updated and expanded 
version of the data by looking at the development of sharing economy services in 60 
cities worldwide. 

True to our mission, the 2022 Consumer Choice Center Sharing Economy Index aims 
to provide consumers around the world with concise and relevant information about 
the availability and accessibility of sharing economy services. In addition to previous 
entries, the 2022 Index features innovative ultrafast delivery apps, which have gained 
popularity in some parts of the world but are now facing regulatory hurdles.

The index stands in favor of the sharing economy based on its innovation, dyna-
mism, and resilience to disaster. The gig economy’s creativity and ability to adapt 
have brought new opportunities to its customers and helped weather the Covid-19 
pandemic and the war in Ukraine. 

On the other hand, proposed regulation meant to fix supposed drawbacks in the in-
dustry would instead do more harm than good. 

The argument for innovation and against strict regulation matches the data. The best 
performing cities in the index (Tallinn, Tbilisi, São Paulo, Mexico City, Kyiv, Warsaw, 
among others) are able to reap the benefits of the sharing economy by fostering an 
environment that allows for innovation to occur. By contrast, the lowest performers 
(Sofia, Tokyo, Taipei, Athens, and Luxembourg City) appeal to restrictive policies that 
leave customers worse off.  

INTRODUCTION
The prolonged COVID-19 pandemic has put the brakes on economic activity in many 
sectors. The sharing economy is one of them. However, unlike traditional hospitality 
and delivery services, many of which have gone bankrupt, the sharing economy has 
managed to bounce back more effectively. The revenue of one central food delivery 
app went up by more than 50 percent in the first half of 2020. 

The sharing economy’s success is mainly due to its high adaptability and competitive 
spirit. Ultra-fast delivery apps guarantee grocery delivery within 15 minutes and are 
a great example of the unlimited creativity intrinsic to the sharing economy. The 15 
minute pledge may not always be fulfilled but the alternatives to grocery delivery apps 
- cooking for yourself, looking for a good restaurant on one’s own - can all be costlier 
in terms of the time, effort, or skill spent looking for products on the market. As such, 

Executive Summary

https://consumerchoicecenter.org/sharing-economy-in-the-post-covid-world-whats-new/
https://www.businessofbusiness.com/articles/15-minute-grocery-delivery-apps-roadblocks/#:~:text=JOKR%2C%20Getir%2C%20Gorillas%2C%20Fridge,or%20for%20a%20nominal%20fee.
https://www.businessofbusiness.com/articles/15-minute-grocery-delivery-apps-roadblocks/#:~:text=JOKR%2C%20Getir%2C%20Gorillas%2C%20Fridge,or%20for%20a%20nominal%20fee.
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many consumers still prefer the app service over other options. Thanks to such ultra 
fast delivery apps, one can get started on dinner and quickly order and receive miss-
ing ingredients with minimum fuss.The sharing economy turns what used to seem 
unimaginable into a real possibility. 

The innovative nature of the sharing economy has led to its undeniable success, and 
has helped it pass the test of crises like the coronavirus pandemic. Covid isolation 
would have been a nightmare without this vast array of services. These services 
may have seemed unessential to authorities; yet they provided  previously-unheard-of 
comfort at home. Imagine going through the pandemic in the 90’s, sitting at home 
without these companies!

The platform economy has also played an important role in mitigating the conse-
quences of Russia’s war against Ukraine. Uber, for example, offers free rides between 
the Ukraine-Poland border and the Polish cities of Lublin and Rzeszow. Moreover, 
it has helped collect and deliver 60 tons of supplies from Romania to Ukraine. And 
thanks to services such as Shelter4ua acting as an Airbnb for refugees, thousands of 
Ukrainians were able to find a temporary home in Europe.

We should therefore aim to create and sustain favorable conditions for the sharing 
economy, not just to develop new ways of making our lives easier and better, but in 
order to be resilient in the face of future challenges. 

However, as is often the case, where companies excel, the government feels the 
need to intervene. For example, New York City is considering banning ultrafast deliv-
ery apps from advertising their 15-minute delivery service to guarantee the safety of 
drivers. 

Similarly, policymakers in some European countries, such as Belgium, Spain, and 
France have sought to regulate the status of platform workers to match what is and is 
not a salaried employee or a self-employed individual. In December 2021, the Euro-
pean Commission presented an initiative to regulate the status and work conditions of 
gig workers. The proposed plan introduces a rebuttable presumption of employment 
entitling one to a minimum wage, a collective bargaining scheme, and various other 
work and safety measures. These measures are meant to be triggered by five em-
ployment criteria in the directive.

Such one-size-fits-all proposals misunderstand the true nature of the shared platforms 
they aim to regulate. In introducing fixed criteria, the intended legislation has assumed 
that gig workers perform the same job and provide the same services to consumers 
as regular salaried employees, but on a non-permanent (“precarious”) basis. It would 
thus be better for everyone if people working in the sharing economy enjoyed the 
same “legal certainty” that ordinary laborers enjoy. 

But this assumption misstates how much jobs and services in the sharing economy 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/02/uber-giving-free-rides-between-ukraine-border-and-two-polish-cities.html
https://www.uber.com/newsroom/supporting-ukraine/
https://shelter4ukraine.app/
https://nypost.com/2022/02/21/nyc-bill-would-ban-grocery-apps-from-advertising-15-minute-delivery-times/
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_6605
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_6605
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are unlike conventional jobs and services. Mercatus Center research suggests gig 
work is much more flexible, less dependent on leadership assignments and less reli-
ant on contributions from other employees than standard employment. This is a fea-
ture and not a bug to the vast majority of those working in the sharing economy - 79% 
in the US and 80% in Europe chose to work in the sector because it allows them to 
juggle multiple responsibilities with no strings attached. 

Instituting regular work conditions would remove the flexibility of gig work and thus 
leave less job opportunities for the vulnerable groups who are more likely to engage in 
flexible work in the first place - women and migrants especially. In turn, as the sector 
shrinks, consumers will find fewer services on the market and discover fewer products 
to choose from.

Even more so, as current research hints, standardizing gig work into existing “collec-
tive bargaining” and leadership arrangements makes every decision in the sharing 
economy more costly. Consumers will therefore face higher prices and/or confront 
longer waiting times for the same products. Far from its stated goal of getting all the 
advantages of the sharing economy with none of the downsides, suggested regula-
tion would result in negative unintended consequences for everyone involved. 

As a global consumer advocacy group, we at the Consumer Choice Center believe 
that user choice is paramount. As such, services that create value for customers – be 
it Uber, Airbnb, ShareNow, e-scooters, or ultrafast delivery apps – should be endorsed 
and encouraged. For the sharing economy to thrive and buyers to prosper, policymak-
ers should not try to hinder its growth through changes in labor market regulations.

Research Note:
We strive to improve the quality of the underlying data of this index year by year and 
aim to refine its methodology moving forward. We sometimes faced contradictory in-
formation and indicators provided by different online sources, especially in the cases 
of taxes. We ask the readers of this index to acknowledge the difficulties of working 
with heterogeneous data and caution users to be aware of the underlying data com-
plications. Additionally, we revised some of last year’s index findings and kindly ask 
readers to treat the 2022 Sharing Economy Index as an improved version of the 2021 
Sharing Economy Index. The time span of dates ranges between 2020 and May 2022.

https://www.mercatus.org/system/files/palagashvili-employee-vs-independent-worker-mercatus-v1.pdf#page=40
https://www.mercatus.org/system/files/palagashvili-employee-vs-independent-worker-mercatus-v1.pdf#page=40
https://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/jep.34.1.170
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3815975
https://www.mercatus.org/system/files/palagashvili_-_policy_brief_-_an_economic_analysis_of_restricting_independent_work_-_v1.pdf#page=2
https://www.mercatus.org/system/files/palagashvili_-_policy_brief_-_an_economic_analysis_of_restricting_independent_work_-_v1.pdf#page=2
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Sharing Economy Index 2022
The Sharing Economy Index 2022 reflects our commitment to economic innovation in 
the interest of consumer freedom. It is our third and improved sharing economy index. 
In keeping with the idea of customer choice, it aims to rank some of the world’s most 
dynamic cities and provide a valuable buyers’ guide to available sharing economy 
services.

Overall the Sharing Economy Index includes ride-hailing services, flat-sharing servic-
es, e-scooters, carpooling (other than Blablacar), peer-to-peer car sharing/car rental, 
professional car sharing, gym sharing apps, and ultrafast delivery apps

TOP 10 and bottom 5 results with 
EXPLANATIONS for each ranking

Tallinn remains the most sharing economy-friendly city. lts low level of regulation of 
ride-hailing and flat-sharing services, openness to e-scooters, and outstanding inno-
vation in the digital space helped take it in the first place. Estonia is well-known for its 
booming digital state, to the extent that there is a carpooling app designed solely for 
children. Estonia’s high ranking reinforces our general argument for innovation and 
consumer freedom in the sharing economy. 

https://hopkid.ee/en
https://hopkid.ee/en
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In fact, all top cities score high in flat-sharing, meaning they do not overburden this 
critical part of the sharing economy with city taxes or special permit requirements. 

Furthermore, the case of Kyiv is worth singling out because it shows the in-built resil-
ience of this economic sector. Even though we didn’t assign any additional points to 
Kyiv, the fact that the sharing economy carried on even during the war is nothing short 
of astounding.

The index also highlights how much urban scores vary within and across geographi-
cal regions. Some areas rank far higher than their close neighbors. Hence, they end 
up outpacing them in terms of innovation. To name one, Eastern Europe has a more 
liberal attitude towards the sharing economy than most Western and Central Europe-
an cities. Meanwhile, the list of top performers may include entries that are surprising 
to some readers. For instance, three of the most sharing-economy friendly metropo-
lises in the world are found in Latin America - namely, São Paulo, Buenos Aires and 
Mexico City.  
On the other hand, capitals such as Sofia, Athens, Tokyo, Taipei, and Luxembourg City 
found themselves at the very bottom of the list. These cities have chosen excessive 
regulation over consumers’ interests, thereby significantly limiting consumer choice. 
 
Despite grim predictions at the pandemic’s beginning, the sharing economy has sur-
vived, though not without losses. As with every service that has made our lives easier, 
millions of consumers have extensively enjoyed platform businesses globally. Now 
that we know how great it feels to ride e-scooters, to rideshare, or share a flat with 
locals, governments will have a hard time trying to rid us of these choices. The shar-
ing economy is driven by creativity and entrepreneurship: what doesn’t kill it, makes 
it stronger.

BENEFITS OF THE INDEX FOR CONSUMERS?
The Sharing Economy Index provides a valuable overview of many of the services 
that consumers greatly enjoy. More is always better, and the availability of various 
sharing economy services ensures consumers are able to have plenty of choices 
wherever they go. Our Index gives you a glimpse into the myriad ways in which your 
stay in a particular city can be better.

The pandemic has crippled economies in Europe and globally. As we recover from 
the devastating consequences of an unprecedented health crisis, it is important that 
we are provided with more transportation and housing options to match our individual 
needs, preferences, and budgets.

The updated Index, therefore, helps consumers see what cities have succeeded in 
preserving the sharing economy throughout the pandemic and provides a handy guide 
to various services globally. 
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The Sharing Economy Index is a one-of-a-kind ranking of applications you can use 
to improve your city experience. In Belgrade, for example, it’s possible to make mon-
ey through ride-hailing without having to acquire a specific permit. However, in cities 
such as Luxembourg, Athens, and Ljubljana, ride hailing isn’t available at all.

Availability: The Index provides an overview of the sharing economy services avail-
able to consumers in 60 cities.

Access: The Index examines the access to the sharing economy services on the 
supply side.

Conclusion
Despite a few attempts to hinder its development, the sharing economy has survived 
the pandemic, the subsequent economic downturn, the Russian invasion of Ukraine 
and misguided economic regulation. 

Regardless of what the future holds , we can expect the sharing economy to persist 
and grow.
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The maximum possible score for a city is 115.

Ride-hailing services : A city receives a maximum of 25 points for being the most 
ride-hailing service friendly.

• Ride-hailing services availability: Counts towards 10 points within this cate-
gory. 

• Access to services: If no special permit/license is required, then the city earns 
5 more points.

• Ride-hailing services taxation: No taxes on ride-sharing other than VAT or 
income tax nets a city 5 points.

• A city can get an additional 5 points if carpooling apps are available.

Flat-sharing services: A city receives a maximum of 25 points for being the most 
flat-sharing friendly.

• Flat-sharing service availability: If flat sharing is available, this counts as an 
extra 10 points. 

• Flat sharing year-long availability: Further, if flat flat-sharing is available all 
year long, this yields 5 more points

• Access to the service: If no permit to share a flat/entire flat is required by an 
app, then  5 points are awarded

• Flat-sharing service taxation: No taxes on flat-sharing other than rental in-
come tax or VAT: 5 points

E-scooters: A city receives the maximum score of 10 points for being the most 
e-scooter friendly.

• E-scooters availability: E-scooter service being available means 10 more 
points.

Carsharing apps: A city receives the top mark of 30 points for being carsharing-friend-
ly. 

• A city gets an additional 15 points if professional car-sharing apps are 

Methodology
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available.
• A city gets an additional 15 points if peer-to-peer car-sharing among pri-

vate owners is available.

Gymsharing: A city gets an additional 10 points if gym sharing apps are available.

Ultrafast grocery delivery: A city gets an additional 15 points if ultrafast grocery de-
livery is available.
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